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Effective Leaders do this

• Seek to know the unknown with an open 

mind 

• Confront unwanted situations or difficult 

circumstances 

• Leverage their unique resources and 

abilities to take action 

• Enlist and empower talent to support their 

vision



What 5 things must you know?

1. The average temperature of our home 

planet earth is rising.

2. This is caused by human activity.

3. Changes will affect our lives in many ways.

4. Impacts will be felt differently in different 

places by different people.

5. It’s not too late to do something about it.



1. THE AVERAGE 

TEMPERATURE OF OUR 

HOME PLANET EARTH IS 

RISING.



NASA 1972



2000s: warmest decade on record

2010 tied as warmest year on record

The planet is warming



The truth about “global cooling”

Hayhoe for FWS 2012



It’s freezing outside–where’s global warming?

WEATHER: How 
conditions change 
from day to day, or 
even year to year

-> unpredictable



It’s freezing outside–where’s global warming?

CLIMATE: The long-
term average of 
weather over 
decades

-> quite predictable



Conditions today are unusual in the 

context of the last 2,000 years …



… the last 6,000 years



… and even the last 800,000 years



2. THIS IS CAUSED BY HUMAN 

ACTIVITY.



THE NATURAL 

GREENHOUSE 

EFFECT

naturally increases 

Earth’s temperature by  

~60oF

THE ENHANCED 

GREENHOUSE 

EFFECT   

artificially increased 

Earth’s temperature by 

1.4oF

What causes warming?



Carbon dioxide is building up in the 

atmosphere



Meehl



Quantifying the human influence 

IPCC 2000



IPCC 2000

Quantifying the human influence 



Our activities produce heat-trapping gases



Assigning the blame

Hayhoe for FWS 2012



The US is one of the biggest producers

Hayhoe & Farley 2009



3. CHANGES WILL AFFECT 

OUR LIVES IN MANY WAYS.



Future change depends on 

our choices now



PAST

Days per year over 100oF

Rising Temperatures



+ 40 yrs

Days per year over 100oF



Days per year over 100oF

+ 75 yrs



The water cycle



Precipitation patterns

National Climate Assessment 2014







More extreme precipitation



Melting Ice



Rising sea level



~1.3 Million 

Americans



The carbon cycle



The food system



Human 

Health



How will it affect you?

• Where you live

• What you eat

• How you feel



4. IMPACTS WILL BE FELT 

DIFFERENTLY IN DIFFERENT 

PLACES BY DIFFERENT 

PEOPLE.



Where it’s warming fastest

NASA GISS

NOT where most 

people live in urban 

areas

NOT where people 

live who produce the 

most emissions



Where people are vulnerable

• Vulnerability – complex concept

– Exposure to impact

– Inability to withstand impact

• poverty, awareness, knowledge, response 

infrastructure, etc.

– Potentiality

– Related to but not equal to resilience, or 

ability to bounce back afterwards

– Typically multiple factors = “index”



Where people are vulnerable



What about women?

• Women are disproportionately affected by 
climate change, including in the US

– Higher rates of poverty

– Less financial independence

– Post-disaster jobs are male-dominated

– Greater risk and exposure to certain disease

– Responsibilities for children, food, water

• But women in government are more likely to 
sign international treaties fighting climate 
change (study of 130 countries)



Where people are vulnerable

… TO DISASTEROUS FLOODING

Prasamsa

Thapa, 

Nepal



… TO DISASTEROUS DROUGHT

Zayra

Oviedo,

Colombia

Where people are vulnerable



… TO MALARIA

Where people are vulnerable



… TO MALARIA

Where people are vulnerable

Carrie 

Stokes,

USAID



70 universities in 23 countries, 3,000 mappers over 

1 year creating ~15 million+ edits on 

OpenStreetMap for development/humanitarian 

needs





Mapping Buildings & Roads



Validation on site by 
Peace Corps 
volunteers





“…showcased [how] creativity and the use of existing open mapping 
tools can be applied to improve the effectiveness of the planning and use 
of indoor residual spraying for the first time Zambesia Province in 
northern Mozambique. The event included youthmappers, volunteers 
from the mapping community, several universities, Peace Corps 
volunteers, [USAID and PMI staff].

Your team demonstrated how 
innovation was being directly 
linked to improving the impact 
of the President's Malaria 
Initiative to save more lives and 
improve communities. 
Kudos …”

R. T. Ziemer, Rear Admiral, U.S. Navy (ret)
President's Malaria Initiative
To Ann Mei Chang, Director, USAID Global Development Lab







5. IT IS NOT TOO LATE TO DO 

SOMETHING ABOUT IT.



• Keep learning more (get out of the bubble!) 

• Share what you learn

• Seek good truthful sources

As individuals



As consumers

40% of Food is Wasted
Half of all plastics in 
last 13 years

…but saving energy 
is saves money



As investors

Choose low-risk, high-innovation options



As citizens

Pledge to cut emissions so 

that global average 

temperature increase 

stays below 2 C target 



RECAP: 5 things to know

1. THE AVERAGE TEMPERATURE OF OUR 

HOME PLANET EARTH IS RISING.

2. THIS IS CAUSED BY HUMAN ACTIVITY.

3. CHANGES WILL AFFECT OUR LIVES IN MANY 

WAYS.

4. IMPACTS WILL BE FELT DIFFERENTLY IN 

DIFFERENT PLACES BY DIFFERENT PEOPLE.

5. IT’S NOT TOO LATE TO DO SOMETHING 

ABOUT IT.



Why must Leaders know it?

• Seek to know the unknown with an open 

mind 

• Confront unwanted situations or difficult 

circumstances 

• Leverage their unique resources and 

abilities to take action 

• Enlist and empower talent to support their 

vision

Be curious about the latest climate science

Have courage to be honest 

Think like a woman!

Become a part of the community
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THANK YOU!




